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Emails from Helen
This is every email thread since I met Helen and started to advocate for the dog park.

11/29/2016

Hi Bob, thank you for everything. I am confused as to the design of the new gate. I just want to make sure we still have an airlock
system with the separate in and out entrance/exit you are proposing.

11/30/2016

Love it!!! Thank you!!!
12/02/2016

Thank you. My husband and I said the same thing. Good cop/bad cop.
Let's see what happens now. Monday morning should be interesting.

12/02/2016

Hi Bob, go ahead. It looks like we finally have the town's attention.
12/02/2016

Hi Jim,
At this point I don't know what to say. I am not yet in a position, health wise, where I am comfortable meeting in a professional
setting.
I think the best way to approach this now is to start seeing some work done by the town.
I think we can devise a plan, timeline and budget over email for now.
If we start with the worst areas and some of the lower cost items, I think we can calm things down. The Facebook page has turned
ugly. It is not my temperament. I do not like conflict but I also believe in freedom of speech.
If we could please start with getting more wood chips right away. We need them inside and outside the gate area from the parking lot
to the big tree on the west side.

From: Time 4 Paws helen@time4paws.ca

Subject: Re: Canine Commons dog park in Aurora - trade a repair for advertising?

Date: November 29, 2016 at 5:55 PM

To: Bob Lepp boblepp@gmail.com

From: Time 4 Paws helen@time4paws.ca

Subject: Re: That should start a firestorm

Date: November 30, 2016 at 3:13 PM

To: Bob Lepp boblepp@gmail.com

Cc: Janet Sidor masandpaws@sympatico.ca

From: Time 4 Paws helen@time4paws.ca

Subject: Park

Date: December 2, 2016 at 10:10 PM

To: Bob Lepp boblepp@gmail.com

From: Time 4 Paws helen@time4paws.ca

Subject: Re: I will post posters on benches, rip them off if you disagree

Date: December 2, 2016 at 1:14 PM

To: Bob Lepp boblepp@gmail.com

From: Time 4 Paws helen@time4paws.ca

Subject: Re: Canine Commons

Date: December 2, 2016 at 9:40 PM

To: Bob Lepp boblepp@gmail.com

Cc: jtree@aurora.ca, adowney@aurora.ca, tmrakas@aurora.ca
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Then we need to worry about the removal of the dead tree in the north east corner and repair the gate right away.
We can plan for a new fencing either late in the year 2017 or as part of the 2018 budget.
We also, need to have a plan in place for next year for the paving of the parking lot.
Other items not as urgent include better lighting, drainage, a small dog area.
Users have also requested running water. Signage for Canine Commons(so you can see that is a dog park from the street). We are
currently in need of additional blue bins(way down on the list), help with weeds and grass cutting.
If timelines and budget numbers are communicated to the user community then people will see the town's commitment to the park.
What do you think of my plan? When can we get started? I can mobilize the user community if you need bodies to assist in any
project you feel we can contribute.
I look forward to working with to create a dog park our town can be proud of.
Thank you,
Helen

12/03/2016

Not sure exactly. 4 years maybe.
Sent from my iPhone

Classy guys. Even when it was in the contract...

Sorry for so many questions.

Bc

12/03/2016

I think you are saying things we all feel. I think all the town staff needs time to absorb our demands and emails. They will have areas

with budget money left over they can allocate to us. Honestly, the really important things to us do not cost the town that much.

I will send a note to Tom directly. I think he will be our most helpful person in the town. See if we can't move this forward.

It should be a no brainer.

The one councillor who hate us (dog owners) is Evelyn Buck. She constantly puts up barriers to us getting anything at all.

And now they know what we want more than ever.

12/03/2016

I think it is a good idea. I may even do the post myself. Most of the dog park group is very quiet.

From: Time 4 Paws helen@time4paws.ca

Subject: Re: Has anyone at the town

Date: December 3, 2016 at 1:05 PM

To: Bob Lepp boblepp@gmail.com

On Dec 3, 2016, at 12:52 PM, Bob Lepp <boblepp@gmail.com> wrote:

What year did the contract come in?

From: Time 4 Paws helen@time4paws.ca

Subject: Re: For you eyes only and hubby of course

Date: December 3, 2016 at 11:10 AM

To: Bob Lepp boblepp@gmail.com

I am sure that now that you have lit a fire under their arse we will see at least the bare minimum  of the 
work done before the new year.

From: Time 4 Paws helen@time4paws.ca

Subject: Re: FB what else

Date: December 3, 2016 at 11:00 AM

To: Bob Lepp boblepp@gmail.com
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On Dec 3, 2016, at 10:37 AM, Bob Lepp <boblepp@gmail.com> wrote:

I'm beginning to feel a little stupid making posts nobody responds to.
Should I stop now??

If not...

that people enter the simplest comment possible to indicate ... I agree or I disagree telling people that we will take a vote on those

issues so that Tim or Tom or Tony Mrakas can have some statistics on Monday to go fight the battle for you

is this a good idea or a bad idea?

12/04/2016

She called me. I told her no way they can close it now. To much focus on it. They would look worse than they do now.
Sent from my iPhone

Did I not post a big long thing this morning??

Janet says some of her customers have already contacted her telling her that the park is closing and what is she going to do and

where she can walk her dogs. At least some people are reading the signs.

Sent from my iPhone

>

> Ellen,

>

> I sent that last email without talking to you first. I know I exaggerated your position to the point of you quitting, but if that

happens to be your feelings this week I think it would play well, and I will continue apace. On the other hand if you found it

uncomfortable I am happy to say I misunderstood your mood during a bad spell you were having.

>

12/05/2016

What do you think of the idea of having one of your girlfriends make a posting that suggest instead of 
Bob just spouting off on things

From: Time 4 Paws helen@time4paws.ca

Subject: Re: bc to gc

Date: December 4, 2016 at 8:53 PM

To: Bob Lepp boblepp@gmail.com

On Dec 4, 2016, at 8:40 PM, Bob Lepp <boblepp@gmail.com> wrote:

On Sun, Dec 4, 2016 at 8:01 PM Time 4 Paws <helen@time4paws.ca> wrote:

It's all good. Have a great night.

> On Dec 4, 2016, at 7:11 PM, Bob Lepp <boblepp@gmail.com> wrote:

> Or I'll just out right lie like they do
>
> Bc
>

From: Time 4 Paws helen@time4paws.ca

Subject: Re: Hear anything after the meeting?

Date: December 5, 2016 at 6:42 PM

To: Bob Lepp boblepp@gmail.com

That's great. We can do a lot with that.
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Sent from my iPhone

On Dec 5, 2016, at 6:19 PM, Bob Lepp <boblepp@gmail.com> wrote:

Told Tom $15,000 a year makes you happy. Kep a straight face and say you'll try.

Bc

12/12/2016

Hi Bob,

I actually asked that recognition be kept limited as I am not comfortable with publicity.
I appreciate you not putting my name in further posts.
Thank you.
Helen
Sent from my iPhone

I left just one post naming Dogs In Aurora. No one joined anyway.

think I know any of the others send me their names.

It’s really been fun. I enjoyed every minute. I know you will carry on in style. I will miss good cop, bad cop though.

I have one last statement… don’t let them make you beg for anything Feb. 16, don’t go, let the other volunteers carry some load,

simply send them all this link:

Its Jim saying he’s aware of all needs and is fixing them.

It is incredible that they would even contemplate having you appear. They want the reporter and public to think… “If that Helen had

just written up a list ten years ago we would have had all this done by now. Why did she delay so long before coming before

council?”

Any council that condones Mrakas and Tree lying to you and offering a bribe (not illegal, just exhibiting a character flaw police say)

will do what it takes to not be embarrassed Feb. 16. Watch how they word any press release or even council meeting

announcement. Make sure it reads like “Council admits Parks has taken no action on 2013 contract, will fast track new lighting and

new fencing over the winter” or similar. What they likely pull is another delaying tactic by Downey, saying he can do nothing until

spring. Howard can help you get a quote on alight nd fencing to be winter completed. Just send it to them. They can also dig out the

tons of garbage wood.

I will let you know what the OSPCA says.

I will tell anyone who responds and mentions your name to change any response to just say the dog park, or Canine Commons. I’d

love you top join Dogs In aurora if your heart can take it. I have new info everyday for dog owners in general, not just the park

issues. Did yo know the “at your own risk” sign is meaningless? EVERY injury is a claim on the town. Post that in your group.

People are fooled by the sign. Research it. Howard will help.

I will watch the video of Feb. 16, I know you will do a great job. Janet also wants no part of our Facebook groups, too busy, but she

From: Time 4 Paws helen@time4paws.ca

Subject: Re: Removed most every post and comment on Aurora Dog Park

Date: December 21, 2016 at 8:17 PM

To: Bob Lepp boblepp@gmail.com

Thank you for everything that you have done. We have renewed the communication with the town and things are 
progressing.

On Dec 21, 2016, at 2:57 PM, Bob Lepp <boblepp@gmail.com> wrote:

I will advocate for the park by name only and will not mention volunteer names, I only know you and 
Cindy as volunteers so if you
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did ask about using my research. You have it all in your head so go for it! I am not providing it to her. She had onshore call to

Downey and she thinks he’s nice to deal with… not one dollar in 13 years and he’s nice to deal with….ddddooooohhhhhhh!!!!!

I will give a nice cleaned up, well checked chronology of the past 13 years for Teresa’s article. She will catch them out in interviews I

hope.

Merry Christmas! See you at the park.

No hard feelings at all. sleep tight, I have lots of targets to aim at yet.

12/12/2016

and Happy New Year.

Thank you for the gift card.
Helen.

Sent from my iPhone

over it. She is truly scared. Matt is mildly amused.

I told her you would be a witness to the whole “character flaw” thing. Would you testify to the bribery attempts if they were to sue?

As long as we have that on them they will do nothing.

I suggest you simple tell them outright when you can “Lay off Bob Lepp, we played you and you know it.” “Get over it” “Sue him and

I tell the courts everything”… whatever seems to be the most fun… Doug, is that OK?

People on your group accuse me of bullying and no one defends me at all anymore. I sent her details to check out with you.

Mrakas seems to have deleted his “I am Spartacus” post… asshole

I plan to enjoy my holidays and suggest you do the same.

Sorry I had to disrupt your day. I never mentioned your name but everyone knows “Volunteer” is you. Please be truthful to their

questions.

The town can in no way use my revelations against you. They will now know you as a fighter with the courage to do what is required

for a safe park, and beyond, to a bunch of whimpering jerks who have been fooled and lied to by Downey for 13 years. He hates

dogs. He wants out money.

The fence scares me, Check my Youtube video and photos in posts.

All the best to you both.

12/29/2016

The park isn't moving. That has not been decided.
That's enough. You don't know what's going on. You are merely speculating and it's not helping now.

From: Time 4 Paws helen@time4paws.ca

Subject: Re: Merry Christmas confession

Date: December 24, 2016 at 3:00 PM

To: Bob Lepp boblepp@gmail.com

Hi Bob, I will always tell the truth. Not to worry about that. Merry Christmas

On Dec 24, 2016, at 2:07 PM, Bob Lepp <boblepp@gmail.com> wrote:

I had to stop the good cop bad cop charade. It is affecting my family. My wife is scared of a lawsuit. 
Badly. I get just too much grief

From: Time 4 Paws helen@time4paws.ca

Subject: Re: Gates got sand today

Date: December 29, 2016 at 9:17 AM

To: Bob Lepp boblepp@gmail.com
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Sent from my iPhone

Meet why? So they can lie some more?

Ask him if it can be made public that the park is moving.

When he says, oh no, our secret talks with the mysterious conservation authority must be kept quiet...you'll know.

There is too much to be told to stop putting pressure on them. The pressure makes them invent new reasons every day why they

have not spent any money in 13 years. You know that's true, please confirm you know they spent nothing in 13 years. That my big

mouth got you your chips. No amount of your begging got you the chips.

Tree and Mrakas lied to you December 7. Both lied to you and tried to cheat you but you have chosen to believe their story.

There is no way he will put in writing they have discussed moving the park. None.

CAO Doug Nadorozny left Sudbury in disgrace. He was fired. People cheered in newspaper comments about him being walked

out of city hall by security guards. He is said to be involved in huge amounts of missing money. Sudbury gave him over $360,000 to

not sue them. He and Downey make the perfect pair.

https://www.sudbury.com/local-news/former-city-cao-has-a-new-job-259551

http://www.wikileakssudbury.org/december2012.html

http://www.wikileakssudbury.org/december2012.html

If you believe this why don't you arrange to meet with them to discuss.

Continuing to write emails and posts won't help the cause. Diplomacy is the way to go now.

Everything is public record now. There is nothing left to be gained by sending further emails.

Sent from my iPhone

It's a story.

The last 13 years he's done nothing.

Now he comes up with "it's protected".

Nope.

Nope. The man is demented. No mention of protected in any master plan. He writes the plans to appear like he's done

something. But he did nothing.

If it's protected why did he dump the garbage wood??

If it's protected why did the reporter interview you and Jim in 2013, saying everything was to be fixed?

He wants you to believe his story now, today, so he does not have to admit I'm right about him. He hates dogs. Simple. He's a

He wants you to believe his story now, today, so he does not have to admit I'm right about him. He hates dogs. Simple. He's a

master politician.

Has there been any hint of moving before Dec 5? Only since his boss leaned on him did he come up with this idea.

Clever guy. A survivor.

Get him to put in writing somehow. An email even.

Then I'll follow up.

Where does he plan a parking lot for the arboretum?

Good thing you knew to get your own liability insurance in your volunteer agreement. If the town says the CCC was responsible

On Dec 29, 2016, at 12:20 AM, Bob Lepp <boblepp@gmail.com> wrote:

On Wed, Dec 28, 2016 at 9:48 PM Time 4 Paws <helen@time4paws.ca> wrote:

On Dec 28, 2016, at 9:29 PM, Bob Lepp <boblepp@gmail.com> wrote:

And so he reneged since 2013 doing nothing he agreed to do. Because he somehow knew in 2017 it would be 
protected??
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for maintenance the lady's lawyer will come after the committee. Let's hope the town accepts blame.

Quote contract "In addition, although the Town presently provides insurance for
volunteer workers, such as the
members of the Canine Commons Committee, in the event that their activities cause
bodily injury,
personal injury or property damage to a third party, the members of the Canine
Commons Committee
acknowledge that the existence of such insurance coverage is liable to change and
that throughout the duration of this Agreement."
Bob

No idea where. It has been protected this whole time.

You should have agreed to the meeting with Al Downey. There is a lot I learned about the land and parking lot.

Sent from my iPhone

To where though?

Protected? All of a sudden it's protected.

Hmmmmm

Nope

Can't believe that.

Bob.

I don't think that is the case. There is a long history with this park. It is possible we may end up at a new location. It is

I don't think that is the case. There is a long history with this park. It is possible we may end up at a new location. It is

one of the options up for discussion. Our current space is protected land. The dogs may get the boot.

Sent from my iPhone

They cannot close it. I sent them analysis of 6600 pop. Town in Alberta. They will create a second one at pop. 15,000.

We should have six according to their formula.

But the only theory that makes sense for all the stuff that has happened is that Downey has been trying his best to

make the park fail so he could close it.

I know but they may decide it is more trouble than it's worth.
Sent from my iPhone

We did what we could.
Hope you understand my goal has always been getting money spent. Never considered closing. Where would we

go.

On Wed, Dec 28, 2016 at 9:15 PM Time 4 Paws <helen@time4paws.ca> wrote:

On Dec 28, 2016, at 8:35 PM, Bob Lepp <boblepp@gmail.com> wrote:

On Wed, Dec 28, 2016 at 8:33 PM Time 4 Paws <helen@time4paws.ca> wrote:

On Dec 28, 2016, at 8:23 PM, Bob Lepp <boblepp@gmail.com> wrote:

Get Outlook for iOS

On Wed, Dec 28, 2016 at 8:03 PM -0500, "Time 4 Paws" <helen@time4paws.ca> wrote:

On Dec 28, 2016, at 7:33 PM, Bob Lepp <boblepp@gmail.com> wrote:
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Bob

I sent notes Monday and again this morning. So, not a coincidence. I asked.

Sent from my iPhone

>

> Coincidence or not a man was putting sand down for the first time ever. About 3:30. As I arrived.

>

11/29/2017

will work with the town to see if some kind of first aid kit is in order. And what they do in other Parks around town.
If you have an issue with a town please follow the proper procedures in filling your complaints/comments.

down right creepy and disturbing.
Have a nice day.
Helen.
Sent from my iPhone

Helen Clarke-Jennings, Lead volunteer Canine Commons Committee,

Cc: Council, Bylaws, Parks, Press (2)

I am glad to see you back in action, though.

As you may have heard, the Town and the Bylaws Manager had me criminally charged because I stood up for OUR rights to object

to the way the Town abused you since 2011. I was able to get the bogus charges erased. But the toll on my family has been

significant. I was placed in that position JUST for trying to help you out when you were sick last year. At least my efforts got you

some visibility after 11 years of thankless volunteer work EVERY day of the year.

The park would not exist without you.
That said, you need to be more involved. And you STILL need to be even more demanding of the town to support you.

Yesterday an 8 year old boy was bitten, breaking the skin on his leg above the knee.
It was the child’s “fault” in that he was running around waving his arms and the dog saw that as a threat to his mistress. The owners

exchanged information. I mediated to calm the child’s father.

On Wed, Dec 28, 2016 at 7:31 PM Time 4 Paws <helen@time4paws.ca> wrote:

> On Dec 28, 2016, at 7:07 PM, Bob Lepp <boblepp@gmail.com> wrote:

From: Time 4 Paws helen@time4paws.ca

Subject: Re: Canine Commons - Nov. 28 dog bites child, breaks skin, no first aid kit, no rules enforcement

Date: November 29, 2017 at 8:56 AM

To: Bob Lepp my.town.aurora.ca@gmail.com

Cc: allcouncillors@aurora.ca, adowney@aurora.ca, Teresa Latchford tlatchford@yrmg.com, Brock Weir brock@auroran.com,

Techa Van Leeuwen TVanLeeuwen@aurora.ca, Jim Tree jtree@aurora.ca, STienkamp@aurora.ca

Dear Bob, there are plenty of signs. People are aware of the rules. They choose not read them or to follow them. Not my 
problem. I

Please remove me from your contact list and never text or contact me 
again. Stop following me and taking pictures of me. It is just

On Nov 29, 2017, at 8:03 AM, Bob Lepp <my.town.aurora.ca@gmail.com> wrote:

I am aware you do not want to hear from me, BUT, the fact is you are in charge of the park volunteer 
committee.
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But, it remains an issue I see frequently… children running around trying to get attention from other people’s dogs.

first aid kit available.

advise its members and users of the expected conduct and rules of use within

and discuss the content of all such informational materials with the Town prior to
distributing said information to the general public.

PROVIDE SERVICES.
This seems obviously aimed at making sure users know who does what in the park. They wanted you to tell us that you volunteers

This seems obviously aimed at making sure users know who does what in the park. They wanted you to tell us that you volunteers

do EVERYTHING.

No informational materials have EVER been created or distributed since you signed to
do so in 2011.
Sorry for the shouting, but this is now 6 years overdue. And it causes issues. Those
few who want people to follow the rules have no rules published.. so nothing improves.

they cannot view it unless you approve… your approval should NOT be required to see your posts about the park. If you want a

private Facebook page, fine, but create a second one the PUBLIC can access, and advertise in the park how to view it.

Without rules and clear signage accidents happen. Poop goes “unnoticed” because people are not told of the rule to keep your dog

in sight 100% of the visit. People turn their backs, chat with each other, their dog poops out of sight.

it and people needing antiseptic and a bandaid could call you for the combination, then you could record the injuries “in case”

someone sues the Town for lack of control of dog owners.

but they refuse to be involved. I object to Newmarket residents using the park daily and not having EITHER a Newmarket tag OR an

Aurora tag.

TAGS at all inside the park, this is unacceptable.

Three suggestions…. The signage is not prominent enough, no one has access to written rules for use of the park and 
there is no

Your contract (APPENDIX A click here) with Al Downey requires volunteers to…..

13. The CCC agrees to develop and distribute informational materials designed to

the Park and the existence of this agreement. The CCC further agrees to review

YOU are required to tell users that THERE IS A CONTRACT IN PLACE WITH YOU TO

Your official Canine Commons park Facebook page is private, no one knows it exists and if they do,

An all weather first aid kit could be available if you wanted one. It could be locked with a dial 
combination, your number could be on

90% of dogs using the park have NO PET TAG from the Town. There needs to be a blitz at 4:30 - 6:00 
pm by Bylaws on this issue,

I object to use of the park by dogs not having a tag, and this is all we have to prove rabies compliance. 
So many dogs show NO
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parks having such a rule. I fully realize you do not publish such a rule due to your dog walking business, but the fact remains no one

can control more than 3 dogs and 3 dogs are the maximum allowed for one owner by town bylaws.

go into the wrong lane and because people can pop out from behind parked vehicles and get hit by an incoming car.

<image.tiff>

7 Parks “experts” constructed the fence, They knew nothing about building a dog fence. Compex, the fence hole contractor, laughed

at their attempts.

I object to the new gates being installed with bottom rails TOUCHING the ground already, they will freeze in the first snow and then

people will break them trying to get inside. They MUST be moved HIGHER. They were more concerned about dogs getting under

the gates than they were about getting under the fence.

<image.tiff>

I object to the fence being built inside out… the fencing MUST be on the inside of the posts, and per the Town’s own bylaws it must

be installed so the “good side” visually MUST be towards the neighbours. They filled gaps under the fence with chips, these will

easily be dug out by dogs and wild animals, especially by those not being watched by the person bringing them inside.

I object to the fencing having an opening size being too large and installed so that wild animals can get inside the park easily.

Standard designs require fencing material to go into the ground under the fence and then going horizontal inside and buried so no

animals can dig in or out.

I object to the CORRECT fencing be used on the gates, a 2 x 4 inch opening, but the improper 4 X 4 inch used everywhere else.

They knew which fencing is correct, but used the 4 X 4 mesh instead. Lots of breeds can get out through the large size they chose.

And lots of baby wild animals can get inside. They could be rabid.

I object to the lack of a covered garbage can. Trash blows around the park and dogs can choke chewing water bottle caps. A simple

trash can like at ALL OTHER parks is required. The garbage blowing around is simply not nice. The fact Downey has REFUSED to

install a proper receptacle when HIS OWN BYLAWS REQUIRE pet waste be placed in ONLY “approved canine receptacles”. IN

Commons.

<image.tiff>

I object to Parks failing to clean up DUMPED YARD WASTE on the east side of the parking lot. I have sent multiple photos by

Pingstreet, all 7 parks men building the fence ignored the dumped yard bags for over 2 weeks. The crap is still there if you could

inspect please.

I object to the broken bollards, required by LSRCA rules. I object to the lack of “No overnight parking” signs as the lSRCA told me

I object to the broken bollards, required by LSRCA rules. I object to the lack of “No overnight parking” signs as the lSRCA told me

are required by their guidelines.

I object to ALL work being done WITHOUT a single permit as required by the LSRCA. I did a freedom of information request and

they replied NO APPROVALS were ever given in a permit. The JOC got a building permit, but EVERYONE has FAILED to follow

soil erosion requirements, they simply ignored their permit and are liable for huge DAILY fines. The same man who built the JOC

and now allows runoff to erode from the storage yard built the new fence, and he simply does not get the required permits, nor does

he comply with LSRCA rules.

I object to people bringing in more dogs than they can reasonably control, per the rules sign in very small type. 3 is the 
limit at other

I object to parking, in the wrong direction even, in the no parking zone at the gates to avoid the mud 
since it forces incoming cars to

2011, he got $60,000 to (CLICK HERE) ADD 35 garbage receptacles and did NOT put even ONE into Canine
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I object to the mud due to the incorrect gravel being used on the parking lot, it could easily be clean gravel so that mud does not

build up on the pavement. We still cannot get a dog in and out with clean feet. I know how, back into the west side spots, exit onto

the grass and then to the sidewalk. But mud is everywhere for most people. Make a pathway of chips around the perimeter of the

mud so you can park on the chips and get your dog in and out clean.

EVERYTHING in this park,

This park can be improved by following the contract you signed.
Best regards, stay well!

Bob

Bob Lepp
(905) 727-4188
boblepp@gmail.com

I am a: Google Street View Trusted Photographer
I rant at: On Facebook: “Dogs In Aurora”

05/10/2018

Bob,

This email is slander and defamation of character.

Helen Clarke
Sent from my iPhone
On May 10, 2018, at 8:47 PM, Bob Lepp <boblepp@gmail.com> wrote: Brad Dewar, Animal Control Officer specialist

, All councilors,

Again, I know you do not wish to hear from me. BUT, as a taxpayer I have the RIGHT to speak to you 
as you are the ONLY person

known to volunteer at this park. And every time I asked for something to be corrected 
I was told the volunteers were responsible for

I blog at: www.boblepp.com

From: Time 4 Paws helen@time4paws.ca

Subject: Re: Bl18-88 May 10 2018. Continued abuse of dogs by Time For Paws dog walkers

Date: May 10, 2018 at 9:43 PM

To: Bob Lepp boblepp@gmail.com

Cc: BDewar@aurora.ca, allcouncillors@aurora.ca

I have reported you to the police. I have blocked you from contacting me. The fact that you have 
changed you email to get through to me is a cyber crime.

I do not have a contract with the town. I am not the lead volunteer for the park. Therefore, you have no 
reason to contact me. Never contact me again for any reason and stop following me.
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Greg is livid but still too lazy to email you. How would he know who to contact, he said ?? No signs. No bulletin board. No rules.

Park rules are clear outside the gate only, no one reads them with a dog pulling at them.

Patrol the park 10:30 to 1 pm. It’s the ONLY park you have, so monitor it. Then come back 4pm to 6.

Where were you patrolling at lunch today?

Paws in the SARC? Got you tied up?? Last year three vendors. 44 this year? Zero tolerance. Tags. Control. # dogs brought inside.

 The busiest times are standard. Lunch and dinner. I never see you. Misfeasance. Look it up. 

Control the dog park. Rant done.
Now to find who stole my leashes from the gate. Cue laughter

Lead dog park volunteer Helen Clarke brings more dogs into the park than she AND her staff can 
control. Today the staff let four dogs get loose out of the van. They could easily have been killed.
One dog named Finnegan lies in the mud then jumps up at people, see pants of “Greg” below. Everyone’s afraid to confront the lead poop picker in case she quits again. He’s a nice 
dog but completely uncontrolled within the park.

The lead volunteer knows the rules and ignores them ALL because she knows she is in charge of 
administering the rules. For over SEVEN years now she has avoided writing and distributing the rules 
to users as REQUIRED by her signed Contract. PKS-11-015. Go read it. It’s just one contract of ten 
pages for the only dog park in town. You should know it by heart. If she wrote them out on paper for 
users...she’d have to follow them. So she doesn’t.
In turn Al Downey does not require her to obey his own contract. He ignores it too. The mud holes need chips. Where are his staff?? Downey gets promoted despite ignoring his own 
signed contract for seven years.

Today it’s “Greg”, local realtor, getting furious. Tomorrow it’s some other person. They bitch but are too 
lazy to write a simple email. 8 of 10 dogs have no tags.

You were hired for this specific task. If you do not wish to do the job we taxpayers do have one way to 
get things done. Lawsuits. You can be sued individually for “misfeasance in public office” my new 
favorite word. Google it. You can’t be sued for issuing a bad ticket but you can and will be sued for not 
doing the job you were hired to do. I am not threatening. Your old manager thought she could act any 
way she wished and be protected by the municipal act. Wrong. I have her for $25,000 In court now. I 
know how to do it.
You don’t control the largest concentration of dogs in one simple place with the most abuses. Dog shit everywhere. 80% of dogs with no tags. Too many dogs by one person. 
Aggressive dogs. Muddy dogs. Separated dogs.

Publish and distribute the rules required since 2011. Post signage inside on the poop law. Post how to 
contact YOU for abuses. Patrol daily. All simple requirements of an animal control officer specialist. 
You posted no smoking when there is no bylaw.
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